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Abstract
The present paper is intended to analyze the style in which the “observations” concerning the life of Romanians are rendered. 
The writings of the foreign travellers have become extremely important at least from the perspective of the otherness seen as a 
dimension – a support for building up the (self)identity.
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1.  Introduction
In establishing a dialogue between different ethnical identities, the (self) images, built in time and passed on 
from one generation to another, have proven to be important. Reflecting the way in which a collectivity is looking 
towards the ones that are different than it, this dialogue with the Other keeps being tributary to the prejudices and 
perceptional stereotypes, to hints, conjectures and emotions, to the pressure the social context and to the cultural 
changes that took place in time. Thus, the stories about the Other must be perceived according to the complex
context in which they were told, and the ethnical representations must be understood as subjective perceptions 
that are not meant to simplify the inter-ethnic relationships, but to emphasize the psycho-behavioural structure of 
those people involved in the process.
The writings of the foreign travellers must be analyzed without committing oneself because of their inevitable 
subjective and fragmentary vision [1], subordinated to the cultural and military-political pressure of the time. But, 
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above that, they must be understood as a result of the direct contact between the foreign travellers and Romanian 
realities which, most of the times [2], helped knowing a certain “state of the society” which can only be observed 
“by comparing an individual from this society with one belonging to another” [3]. These writings were 
considered by the historians as having “a more naive character or as being closer to the writings which describe a 
trip, with a more bookish character” because most of them belong “to ignorant / less informed people” [4].
Due to the complexity of the phenomenon under discussion, we must underline the fact that the XVIIth century 
was dominated by instability and political mistrust, by the acute feeling of insecurity [5] felt by the people of 
those times. The atmosphere of the “époque of the great tension” was dominated by the cohabitation between “the 
traditionalism and the search for the new, the conservationism and the revolt, the love for the truth and the cult of 
dissimulation, the sensualist and the mysticism, the superstitions (...), the contradictions and the conflicts” [6]. 
This is the reason why all the notes of the foreign travellers were full of impressions that were meant to be 
convincing, intelligent, attractive and informed, respecting at the same time the need for sensational and the 
unexpected. In accordance to the means of perceiving religion and the religious feeling, and to the purpose of 
their writings, the reader can distinguish three types of discourse belonging to the foreign travellers. 
2. Theoretical Premises
Starting from these observations, the present paper is intended to emphasize the vision of the foreign travellers 
regarding the connection between religion and the Romanian society of the XVIIth century.
The expression “foreign traveller” was used to label all the persons that have passed or have lived for a certain 
period of time in Romania. The reasons for their stay on Romanian territory could be various: personal reasons, 
working activities, travel, and scientific observations. By their content, style and intentions, these writings are 
more literary than historic ones. However, a historian cannot disregard them due to the new perspective that they 
offer which, even quite deformed, they help understand the reasons which have influenced the attitudes and the 
actions of some people towards others. Not all the opinions and impressions of the foreign travellers will be 
mentioned here, but I will gather and set into order those that are representative for the place they come from. 
Thus, I will try to contribute to the reconstruction of the collective religious mentality of the extra-Carpathian 
Romanian society, by means of its external forms of manifestation, as they were perceived by those who have 
“observed” them.  
All of these aspects will be included in a generalized discourse in which examples will be offered episodically.
3. Observations, analysis. Types of discourse
3.1. The “À La Mode” Discourse
This category includes the writings (mostly the epistolary writings and the reports) which deal with the 
subjects that are “à la mode”, appealing for the readers: ethnical characteristics, fabulous and spectacular details, 
unusual ones that must arouse the interest of the reader. Most of the writings were written in an ironic key, but 
still showing sorrow towards the Romanians’ faith in God, affected by the unfavourable historic conditions and 
the bad habits of the society of those times. These prove the existence of some cliché- images referring to the 
Romanians’ religion.
      The details about the Romanians’ religion referred to the practice of some collective customs, perceived often 
as superstitions. Generally, the travellers offered details with an ethnic connotation about the language, history, 
people’s physical characteristics, the beauty and the wealth of the places described.
       Synthesizing the remarks concerning the religious manifestation of the Romanians, we can see that they are 
part of the following impressions / conclusions:
a. Romanians’ religion is part of “the Greeks’”, “of the schismatic Greeks” or part of that “of Moscow”; 
the lack of description of the specific details for the Romanians’ religion does not prove that Romanians 
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used to manifest their religious beliefs and convictions isolated from the foreigners, but the fact that the 
similarities with the Orthodox Greeks, more known in that period, were so great that it became simpler 
to reduce it to only one expression. The idea was still in fashion around 1697 (Niccolo Porta) when 
Romanians’ religion was associated to the Russian, or the Greek religion [7]. 
b. In 1608, Simeon Dbir Lehati wrote that Romanians are not religious, but they “fear God”, a reason for 
which they are so welcoming and loving towards others [8]. 
c. The worship places seemed more interesting than the Romanians’ religion. The monasteries and the 
churches, being part of the land ruler/king’s political plans, impressed by their beauty and their solidity. 
In a report dating from 1606, referring to “A short writing about the monasteries of Moldova”, an
anonymous Catholic Italian traveller described the city of Iasi in a few, but meaningful words: “it was a 
big city with a vivid commercial life. This was the place where the Moldavian king was living. The city  
is famous for its churches (made of wood) and monasteries (made of rock), which were most of them of
Orthodox rite, (about 16 of them being Orthodox, and 2 of them being Catholic - one outside the city 
walls, the other, inside of it, made up of wood)” [9]. Another reference about Romanian monasteries is 
to be found in the same notes: the Romanians “could defend themselves because, inside the woods, they
built many monasteries that served them as shelters in needy times; the last two kings had built many
monasteries on locations that were fit for a fortress” [10].
d. Romanians are conservative on what concerns their religion and they are afraid not to lose their faith. In 
one of his speeches, Niccolo de Porta recommended that “in order to become the master of the region, 
one must be chosen as a king from the local boyars, and must not introduce or preach the Catholic 
religion at the expense of their own.” [11].
e. The political leader may manifest his authority even in the religious field: the king/ruler could have 
forbidden some customs that were destined to be practised in churches, could have demanded for a 
shorter religious service or he could have even determined if some custom was to be performed or not. 
A sign from the ruler, wrote Paul de Alep, could have meant the ending of the religious service: the ruler
kissing the icons was also considered a sign, even though “the liturgy had to be hallowed” [12] (it refers 
to the fact that the Orthodox liturgy ends up with the giving of the Holy Bread) [13] Another example is 
offered by the moment of the blessing („târnosire”). At a service held in The Metropolitan church of 
Bucharest, where the ruler was present and “was praying like no other. I (patriarch Macarie n.n.) was 
astonished by his skill and dexterity at doing so, because as it seemed, he had taken part at the blessing 
of so many churches that he knew by then everything that was to be done and all the religious books and 
songs that were needed for this event” [14].
f. The public manifestations of faith were very frequently recorded. There were a few activities that were 
common for the people. their active participation at the religious services from the days of celebration, 
the welcoming of the high hierarchs of the Orthodox Church that visited the country, but also the 
pilgrimage at the holly relics, the public feasts („ospe H”),  the participation to religious processions 
(held during Palm Sunday - “Duminica Floriilor”, during The Feast of the Annunciation - “Buna 
Vestire“, during the Easter days ( the Easter Thursday, Sunday, Monday and Tuesday) – “Joia, 
Duminica, Lunea  L0DU HD3D WHOXL”, or during The Twelfth Day Epiphany – „Boboteaza”). Another 
remark was even more precise than those mentioned above: “all the bishops, the monks, the abbots, the 
priests of the country and a great number of followers welcomed the relics of Saint Parascheva which 
were brought from Constantinople “with piety and hymns of glory” [15].
g. A very delicate aspect of the Romanian religious life during the period under discussion here is that the 
language of the religious service was Slavonic. This (artificial) language was unknown for the people 
and poorly understood by the priests (some of them did not know the language, but used to memorize 
the service and simply recite the text for the public). Petru Baksic made such references to „the divine 
cult” in Walachia, in 1640: “the priests are officiating the service in Slavonic, the language of Saint
Chiril (…). The Romanian monks and priests read and officiate the service in Slavonic (…) without 
understanding anything of what they read; there are only a few that understand what they read (…); they 
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use the Greek Orthodox rite. The liturgy and all the other religious services are done according to the 
Orthodox rite” [16]. This idea was also repeated in The account about Moldova, in 1641 (Petru Bogdan 
Baksic): “their bishops and priests are so ignorant that only a few of them – if not all of them – can 
understand what they read because they are using the Serbian language (the Slavonic one n. n.) Which
they do not know; so no one understands what they are saying” [17]. This seems to have become a 
stereotype thorough the notes of different foreign travellers: in an anonymous memorial about Moldova 
(1685), the same idea keeps being repeated: the Moldavians, even though they follow the Greek rite,
(…) have their services done, rather automatically, in the Ruthenian language (Slavonic language n. n.) 
and officiate their services quite different from the Greeks. The same aspect seems to be important at 
Paul of Alep. He was an archdeacon and a patriarchal secretary, in Walachia and Moldova, in 
approximately the same period reported by us.
3.2. The Discourse of the Interested Parties (of those who were familiarized with the Christian- Orthodox dogma)
This category includes the reports of those travellers coming from the missionary and ecclesiastic 
environment or messengers passing by on the Romanian territory. Their writings were quite relevant even if the 
events “seen” or “lived” lacked in emotional involvement. Consequently, Anton Maria del Chiaro confessed “I 
decided to write with no regrets and in good faith for the future generations’ knowledge, hoping that my work 
will not be considered neither too polite, nor futile by the reader” [18].
Sometimes, the writings seem interested in emphasizing the ethnicity of those people for whom their religion 
and customs were fundamental. Some other times, the comments made on Romanians’ faith and religious beliefs 
reflected the way in which the locals perceived life and got ready for its challenges. The most suitable example is 
found at Paul of Alep, the companion of the patriarch Macarie of Antiohia, he himself having a superior 
ecclesiastic training. He offers details about the religious service which he compares with the one performed in
Antiohia, details about the customs related to the great religious holidays, about the way in which the church 
organized and details about people’s faith in God. When speaking about Romanians’ piety, his conclusion is that: 
“the services and the liturgical songs are wonderful because the Christians from Walachia are very giving and 
pious. All the times we have entered a village or a fair, the priests, the boyars and the people gather to welcome 
Him, in order to receive his blessing and then they invited us to the feast and it got accustomed to visit us a lot” 
[19]. In the same place we find the following remark “every man has a great monastery close to his house and 
makes a goal from enriching it with gifts; every boyar is competing with the others on what concerns the beauty 
of the work and of the building of monasteries; so they are very proud of these constructions” [20]. Elsewhere,
his conclusion was very convincing and formulated in sincere admiration: “the grandeur, the solemnity and the 
public joy that I saw manifesting at Epiphany in the case of the Romanian people, I have never seen anywhere 
else, not even at the Christian kings” [21].
       Probably the Romanian religious services were quite famous in the European public space as long as during 
his first trip to Moldova (1612), Tommaso Albertini decided to “listen to the liturgy and enjoy the way 
Romanians are officiating the service”; maybe the beautiful religious songs, the feeling of communion with all 
the participants and the feisty atmosphere determined him at the end to simply state: “we had a great time indeed” 
[22]. Perhaps Marco Bandini had the same reasons, in 1647, when he decided to participate at Epiphany in order
to “please his sight and hearing” [23]. This is another proof that the religious ritual was very impressing. The 
service was so special because it was meant to fill the soul of the Christians with a particular joy that could be 
brought only by a liturgy service in the attempt to make people wait for and welcome in their souls the God’s 
Kingdom. Maybe the service seemed more attractive to the attending public due to the fact that along the service, 
but especially towards its end, special prayers involving the hearers were chanted. In these special prayers the 
priests were asking for the health of the ruler, for the health and guidance of all the people present at the service. 
Other impressive moments during the ceremony were: the reading of the prayer addressed to Virgin Mary [24], 
the blessing of the holy water [25], prayers chanted at the end of the liturgy for the forgiveness of all sins and 
sinners [26], etc. Being present at Saint Sava Monastery, the patriarch Macarie solemnly officiated the liturgy for 
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the tradesmen and then he chanted the absolving molitva (a priest’s ritual prayer, for special occasions). Another 
religious moment that makes Romanians feel as being part of a spiritual communion is represented by “the 
blessing of the alms” (”FROLYDGRPQHDVFă”), which is made during the wakes or during the periodical burial feasts 
and even during the Orthodox holidays [27]. Unfortunately, many of these prayers were not put down mainly 
because it would have been hard for the foreigners to understand them, but the gestures were described in detail: 
the priests placed their hands above the alms (made up of food brought as a sacrifice and prepared from wheat 
only), while chanting the prayers and singing the psalm verse at which the laymen “respond” (“mirenii”) [28].
      People’s propensity for regularly participating to the religious service was mentioned with every occasion 
that the foreign travelers had to join them for a celebrating a certain Holly day, most of the times being invited by 
the ruler himself. Niccolo Barsi described the atmosphere during the celebration of Saint John at Suceava which 
lasted for 8 days, accompanied with a great feast and fair. On 20th of June, during Saint Ilie’s celebration, a great 
carnival was being organized for a whole month [29]. During the patronal festival, in its second day, prayers were 
being said at the tombs of the founders and the alms were getting prepared; at the ruler’s feast, all the rich and 
poor men used to be invited. 
      In the case of the patronal festival, the main activity was participating at the liturgy, followed by a public 
procession and a feast blessed by the high priests. 
      Many of the observations put down by the travellers were dedicated to people’s gestures, religious objects 
and attitudes. Such an interesting specification regards the way people used to react when welcoming the 
patriarch Macarie in Walachia, each time by creating a “huge rumour” (”mare vuiet”) [30], by ringing the bells, 
forming a huge crowd. The crowd was led by many priests dressed properly for the ceremony, who were carrying
candles and censers in their hands, while chanting beautiful prayers. It is worth saying that the people
participating at the religious ceremony were singing and praying along with the priests. When mentioning the 
feasts dedicated to the ruler, the secretary of the patriarch Macarie wrote that the participants “were answering to 
the priests’ prayers and singing beautifully along them” [31]. Most of the prayers chanted during the ceremony 
were asking for the forgiveness of the sins [32]; considered to be molitve for forgiveness, these short and simple 
services have proven to be very important for the locals. They considered these prayers as absolving them from 
all the sins they made by cursing (which happened very often), or abusing of alcohol and food.
     Comparisons are inevitable: the Russian traveller Vasile Gagara, who passed through Walachia during 1637-
1638, described the way in which the Epiphany was celebrated. He himself participated at the ceremony as an 
Orthodox Christian. He remembered that the service was done by the Moldavian Metropolitan bishop Varlaam 
(1632-1653) using the same language “that issued in Moscow… and then he threw the cross into the water; but 
their ceremony is different from ours because they are accompanied by soldiers that beat the drums while they 
are carrying the cross,” [33].  On another occasion, he observed that “during the matins they did not do as it was 
used in the Russian churches. There was a procession around the Holly cross, but the priest was carrying it on a 
tray and then he laid it on a lectern and they all kneeled in front of the cross as it was accustomed during the 
ritual of the Orthodox Sunday” [34].
3.3. The Persuasive Discourse
     The foreign diplomats and messengers have sent their information with the purpose of influencing the 
opinions, the attitudes or the behaviours of the politicians, other potential travellers, or simple readers. 
      The reports written with the occasion of the Catholic canonical visit, to the Congregation Bona Fides, and the 
letters of the Jesuits presented the aspects concerning the Catholic cult and churches by comparing them to the
Orthodox ones. Quite often these papers were written in such a manner that they emphasized either the 
importance of those who signed and assumed it, or the importance of the Catholic Church, but more often than 
not, they were meant to obtain more official support for the Catholic cult in Romania. In 1671, in the story 
describing the Catholic mission to Moldova, the danger of the religious dissolution was presented as imminent: 
“The Catholics are of a Roman rite, but they still follow the Greek calendar; on what concerns the main days of 
celebration and of fast, they are exactly like ours” (orthodox n.n.). This open attitude towards both Catholics and 
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Orthodox was especially recorded and underlined by the Catholic missionaries and priests. This is the most 
relevant information withdrawn from the notes describing the visit to Walachia: we were welcomed to 
Câmpulung, by the Christians ‘in great honour and joy, with the sound of the bells. The welcoming procession 
started in front of the church. A lot of people participated and I must add that many of them were schismatic 
people but they still took part and that ceremony, walking through the centre of the town and constantly singing 
Te Deum Laudamus. After the procession, when entering the church, everybody used to kiss the cross near the 
door first. Then, after spraying them with holly water and saying the prayer, I have put on my mantle and my 
mitre, I took the crosier and I solemnly blessed the people, most of them being were always present at our 
services” [35]. Impressive has also proven to be the welcoming of the king John the IIIrd, Sobieski (in 1686), who
was led to the Metropolitan church with grandeur. There the metropolitan bishop held a speech for the king and 
prayed for everyone present there [36].
4. Conclusion
    No matter their purpose, the writings of the foreign travellers are remarkable through their concise, simple, but 
suggestive style. Therefore, I enjoyed reading these notes and found them as charming as did all the readers of 
the XVIIth century. That was the time when the elitist which needed a means for social recognition, emotional 
fulfilment and intellectual satisfaction. These realities influenced the perception and the understanding of the 
Romanian religious phenomenon. 
     Superficial or not, these stories have portrayed a religious nation, even if, most of them did not understand the 
complexity of this phenomenon and loosing the main idea: that they wrote about a welcoming nation not willing 
to accept any compromises on what concerned its faith, a nation among which God is present as a retributive and 
a merciful master. 
    Superstitious or not, by means of the facts told by the Other, the Romanians proved to be a religious nation that 
practiced its faith originally despite its descent and affiliation.
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